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Chartism was the most important popular reform mobilization in nineteenth-century Britain, and Chartists were generally well-disposed towards America. They admired its written constitution and guarantee of personal rights; its republican system and democratic suffrage; its religious toleration and the absence of an established church; its freedom from the weight of tradition, rank, class, and aristocracy; its well-developed local government and sense of active civic participation; its promise of liberty, opportunity, and progress. America seemed to represent what Britain could and should be. It offered Chartists a model and an inspiration. But Chartist attitudes towards America were not straightforward. They were nuanced, certainly self-serving, and in some respects dishonest. In order better to understand why, it is instructive to consider the statements of one of the foremost opinion-formers in Chartism, James Bronterre O’Brien, who made his name in the 1830s as a powerful writer for the unstamped press and was dubbed the Chartist movement’s “schoolmaster,” because he gave it an intellectual basis.

Despite his fame, O’Brien remains an elusive figure. There exists only a small amount of scattered, unpublished personal material, which necessitates reliance on his publications, yet he completed few of his major writing projects, and important shorter pieces from the early part of his career were not revised or expanded later. There is only one modern biography of O’Brien, which appeared in 1971, but most of it was written in the 1920s and 1930s. O’Brien did not write an autobiography—something other Chartist leaders managed to do—or the magnum opus in which his ideology was laid out in a systematic fashion. Contemporary descriptions of O’Brien, meanwhile, are largely unfavorable—when he is mentioned at all, that is. He does not feature prominently in the memoirs of other Chartists, probably because of his estrangement from the mainstream movement after 1841. Though he is often mentioned in the books and articles about Chartism that have been published in recent decades, and his ideas have been usefully surveyed by doctoral students, there is no single,
in-depth study of his life and career and no investigation of the way he thought about and used America in his political activities.¹

America was important to O’Brien as it was to most British radicals in this era. The American Revolution added to the radical tradition and its vocabulary in the late eighteenth century and was a motive force for campaigners of subsequent generations.² America’s contribution to Chartism went beyond inspiration and ideas; there were also personnel.³ Admiration for the U.S. Constitution was reflected in some of the proposals for reform in Britain. Chartist propaganda was filled with American references. The vote as a prerequisite for freedom was a constant theme, and the wide suffrage in America was regarded as a security against tyranny and corruption. Chartists also discussed the British worker and the slave in America in the same breath. The latter had no rights, but British laborers were also the “enslaved many,” as an address from the Chartists of Finsbury put it in 1839.⁴ At the time of the Bull Ring Riots in Birmingham in 1839, claims were made that the authorities had moved against the Chartists without just cause. Many made a comparison with the Boston Tea Party of 1773 and took up the cry of “No taxation without representation.” Washington, Jackson, and other prominent Americans were a staple part of Chartist iconography. Portraits, statuettes, and other symbols could be found in the home as well as on display during meetings and processions.⁵ Liverpool Chartist William Jones told a meeting in September 1841 that a spirit of freedom was rising up in Britain, as it had done across the Atlantic at the time of the American Revolution. In both cases it was the life–spring of true patriots.⁶ Chartists were deeply interested in events abroad. They sympathized with reformers in Europe, but America held a special fascination (though it was not above criticism). In the United States, political freedom was enshrined in the Constitution and a wide array of rights bulwarked by universal suffrage, a free press, and cheap land, and Chartist periodicals gave support and publicity to working-class organizations in America.⁷

In search of a better life and often in order to escape repression or dodge prison, many Chartists went to America. Some prospered, but others did not, and in more than a few cases America did not live up to expectations. Indeed, there were Chartists whose experiences in the United States undermined their radicalism, or prompted them to return to Britain, or both. But there were also plenty of satisfied emigrants who continued to call themselves
“Chartists” and enjoyed living in a society where they were not treated as inferior or exploited by aristocratic or commercial elites.\textsuperscript{8}

America’s political system and social mores influenced Chartists whether or not they went there. For those who did not go, the Chartist press featured so much material about America that they probably felt they knew the place well, a sense that was heightened by the Chartists’ tendency to see in America what they wanted to see. A lot of Chartist material was sent to America, and American publications found their way to Britain, including the \textit{National Laborer} of Philadelphia and the \textit{Working Man’s Advocate} of New York City. There was demand for radical literature on each side of the Atlantic, and a conviction that some political, social, and economic problems were international in their nature and incidence. Awareness of developments abroad helped to sustain radical activism in Britain.\textsuperscript{9}

Respect for America was high during the Chartist period. The Six Points of the People’s Charter offered a plan for representative democracy: the vote for all adult males, annual elections, the secret ballot, equal electoral districts, the abolition of property qualifications for Members of Parliament, and payment for the latter. The Charter has been described as “essentially a proposal to reorganize British politics along American lines.”\textsuperscript{10} Certainly, many Chartists saw America as exemplary: as one of their periodicals put it in 1839, “the inhabitants of the United States are governed on the principles of Chartism, the consequence of which is that all legislation is bent towards the welfare of the many, and not of the few.”\textsuperscript{11} In 1845, the \textit{Northern Star} contrasted virtuous republican government in the United States with corrupt aristocratic rule in Britain, extolling the independence, love of country, sound principle, social equality, economic opportunity, and popular sovereignty it ascribed to the American system.\textsuperscript{12} This theme was also pursued by Chartist lecturers.\textsuperscript{13}

Chartist opinion about the United States was not uniform, however, and some turned against America because they came to see it as a place of inequality. These disillusioned Chartists concluded that political rights alone could not create real democracy. They lamented the fact that workers in America, as in Britain, had no property and that the benefits of economic development were not fairly distributed. As noted above, many Chartists went to America and were disappointed by what they found there.\textsuperscript{14} Nevertheless, admiration for America was a defining characteristic of the Chartist movement. Conditions in Britain were viewed in a way that made everything in America seem better.\textsuperscript{15} What is remarkable is not
that some British radicals changed their minds about America, but that resistance to the
negative version of America was so strong.\textsuperscript{16}

The image of America created by O’Brien, the “schoolmaster” of Chartism, was
sympathetic and flattering. If he saw shortcomings, he tended not to dwell on them. Instead,
his priority was to preserve the unique status of America as an example and inspiration for
British radicalism. Perhaps he feared that if he did not do this, the radicals would lose an
essential weapon in their political arsenal. It is likely that, with this in mind, he felt obliged
to ignore, minimize, or explain away those aspects of American politics and society that did
not fit his purposes.

O’Brien was born in Ireland in 1804. He began training as a lawyer in the 1820s, but on
moving to London in 1830 he devoted himself to politics rather than the legal profession, and
soon gained notoriety as a forthright champion of the workers’ demand for political, social,
and economic rights.\textsuperscript{17} Effective on the platform but even more so in print, O’Brien made his
name writing for the most influential of all plebeian radical publications, the \textit{Poor Man’s
Guardian}. He played a prominent role in the campaign against restrictions on the press. He
denounced government policies, attacked the middle class, and defended trade unions. He
discussed class antagonism, Owenism, the poor laws, and factory conditions, and pushed for
the ballot and an extension of the suffrage. O’Brien tried to appeal to the minds as well as the
hearts of his readers.\textsuperscript{18}

He wrote for several publications in the 1830s and 1840s, but attempts to establish
newspapers of his own were not blessed with success. He was often in debt. He could be
quarrelsome and difficult, and his popularity declined after the early 1840s, but he retained
considerable influence and a sizeable personal following.\textsuperscript{19} O’Brien contributed to the
broader development of a politicized press shaped by working-class pride and a break from
former literary fashions and opinions, and he played an important role in the development of
Chartist communication and language.\textsuperscript{20} Initially of the “physical force” minority in
Chartism, O’Brien moderated his tone (but not his ideas) after he was imprisoned for
sedition in 1840-41.\textsuperscript{21} He expressed a willingness to cooperate with those middle-class
reformers who were prepared to agitate for goals they shared with the Chartists.\textsuperscript{22} He added
socialist aims to the Six Points, and merged an older rhetoric (targeting political corruption,
aristocratic rule, monopolies, and heavy taxation) with a new paradigm (elucidating class conflict, economic exploitation, the labor theory of value, and capital-versus-labor).23

From the outset, O’Brien maintained that moderate reforms were of no use to the vast majority of the British people, and that the key to everything was universal suffrage, which O’Brien expected to result in tangible social improvement: “Universal suffrage means meat and drink and clothing, good hours, and good beds, and good substantial furniture for every man and woman and child who will do a fair day’s work.”24 O’Brien believed that reforms should reduce the number and limit the power of non-producers, safeguard for the workers the fruits of their labor, and enable the productive classes to take up a legislative role in order to promote social and moral transformation. This owed something to the ideas of Robert Owen, and O’Brien became interested in efforts to set up Owenite model communities. His newspapers and other publications also gave coverage to the activities (in the United States and elsewhere) of German-born utopian John A. Etzler. At the end of the 1840s O’Brien became closely involved in arrangements to establish a community in Texas.25 Most of all, though, he greatly admired what he took to be the core democratic and libertarian principles of the French Revolution. One of his heroes was Francois Noel Babeuf, who had been executed in 1797 after leading the “Conspiracy of the Equals,” an abortive coup that was designed to reverse the drift towards pragmatic moderation and return the Revolution to a more egalitarian path. Another of his heroes was Maximilian Robespierre.26

As his career developed, O’Brien began to focus on one theme in particular: land reform. This was a matter of great concern to most Chartists, and by the mid–1840s O’Brien was writing often and at length about the nationalization of the land, to result in a system of tenancies held from the state. His premise was that the land really belonged to the people, but rather than advocate confiscation he argued that land reform should proceed gradually, with the state purchasing property as it became available. Rents would go into the nation’s treasury, which would cover the cost of social improvements. O’Brien also thought of extending public ownership to utilities and related enterprises, applying his arguments about land to the railways, mines, gasworks, canals, and docks.27 In this way he contributed to broader debates about property rights, the case against the laissez-faire state, and the notion that the interests of workers and consumers had to be promoted through regulation.28
These preoccupations are indicative of the things that O’Brien found most interesting about America, and why. As was true of many reformers, America had a special place in O’Brien’s thinking. He believed that one of the main causes of the French Revolution was the return from America of French troops who had been exposed to new political ideas. He also thought that Chartism was based on principles that had been established by the American Revolution and clearly enunciated at that time by British radicals. The point was frequently made in O’Brien’s publications that most U.S. states had elements of the Charter already in place. Several of his Chartist allies and acquaintances left Britain for the United States, and sent him information from their new homes, and O’Brien himself considered emigration to America at least twice, in 1841 and 1843.29

America offered reference points for reformers in Britain, and O’Brien was quick to elucidate examples and lessons. Was America the land of freedom and equality? O’Brien thought so, albeit with a few provisos. He admitted that obstacles to equality were not easy to break down, even in America. He emphasized that all laws had to be directly made or approved by the people, and that popular control over law-making was not guaranteed even in systems—like the American—that had elected assemblies. One of his abiding concerns was to show that political rights, though the priority, would only be a starting point: workers would have to use them to change society. In 1837 O’Brien argued that if America was ahead of Britain, it still had some way to go. Many could vote, but the society as a whole had not yet resolved the problems posed by a flawed system of property holding. There was class struggle in Britain and O’Brien saw it also in America, because there, too, the propertied middle classes blocked democratic reforms.30

O’Brien was enthusiastic about land reform proposals in America as well as in Britain, and from the 1830s he commended the communitarian efforts of the aforementioned John A. Etzler (notably in Pennsylvania and Ohio). In 1846 he wrote in support of a group of East Coast reformers in the United States and their creed of agrarian justice, workers’ rights, and communal ownership. Late nineteenth–century debates about land reform in the United States were still being influenced by O’Brien’s ideas, most notably through figures such as the writer, economist, and politician Henry George, who had read O’Brien’s writings and mixed with O’Brienite emigrants to America.31
O’Brien wrote about the United States in most of his publications, whether from the 1830s, 1840s, or 1850s. The most sustained comment on and analysis of American affairs came in the *Power of the Pence* in 1848–49. As was his usual practice, O’Brien dwelt not on the apparent shortcomings of America but on the reasons why it was to be admired and emulated. He rejected the negative comments made by high profile visitors to the United States, minimized the importance of slavery there, and highlighted only the most favorable evidence provided in travel books, correspondence, and other sources. The *Power of the Pence* never claimed that America was perfect, but it did insist that America proved “the successful results of democratic government in all really essential particulars.”

There are not many disparaging statements about the United States in the *Power of the Pence*. Those that do appear relate mainly to inequalities of wealth and property; politicians who did not care about the general good; greed and patronage in legislative bodies and in the private companies that provided public services; delay and confusion in the funding of improvement schemes and the disposal of public lands; an unclear division of responsibility on some matters between the individual states and the federal government; inadequate newspaper support for radical reform, despite a free press; under-spending on poor relief, the penal system, and the courts; and tax laws that did not distinguish between productive and unproductive property. But all this pales into insignificance in comparison with the admiring and celebratory remarks that O’Brien published.

He had no doubt that American democracy provided a model for Britain. His premise was unequivocal: “It is the mission of democracy to introduce an entirely new system of society, in which mankind will advance to a state of real, instead of nominal, liberty, equality, and fraternity.” America had taken this path. O’Brien’s version of “democracy” rested heavily on egalitarian and communitarian principles, the rights of labor, and a belief in social welfare provisions. Many people in America, he wrote, shared these values and commitments, and some were living them out in settlements that were dotted across the country. But he recognized the strength of an alternative system—one organized around economic competition and private property—unregulated, selfish, excessive, and destructive. In O’Brien’s opinion, democracy should mean that the choices open to people should always be on the increase. Through choice, under a popular form of government that emanated from the people, rights would have their correct basis and liberty and property would become
available to everyone. O’Brien wanted it to be clearly understood that “by each person being allowed to work out his own individual interest, the interests of all are woefully sacrificed, as no man can gain his interest beyond a certain point without abstracting from others a share of their just dues.” The Americans knew this, which augured well for “a fairer distribution of fortune’s favors.”

Evidence that America’s system of government was more efficient and less expensive than that of Britain was often used by British radicals to highlight the need for reform at home. O’Brien offered many illustrations in his *Power of the Pence*. He also regularly reminded his readers that events in America had an impact in Britain. Another discussion thread in the *Power of the Pence* brought together colonialism, land policy, and political institutions, principally with respect to Canada. O’Brien sympathized with Canadian complaints about British rule and compared Canada with the adjacent United States. Canada came off worst regarding access to land, the scope for self-government, and the cost of administration. The crux of the matter, O’Brien thought, was that Canada was plagued by “foolish laws,” unlike America, where the people who had to obey the laws played a role in making them.

Remarkably, there was very little in O’Brien’s writings on America about slavery. To many Chartists who professed feelings of solidarity with workers in the United States, and admiration for the American political system, slavery was a source of regret. In fact, slavery was a divisive issue in Chartism. While some expressed sympathy for the abolitionist cause in America, and claimed that America’s toleration of slavery brought shame upon its people and institutions, others thought that time and energy would be better spent on combating the so-called “wage-slavery” at home. O’Brien was normally to be found in the latter camp. He condemned the leaders of the anti-slavery movement in Britain for ignoring the plight of the laboring poor, the wage-slaves who knew only toil and exploitation. In Britain, O’Brien argued, the employer noticed his “slaves” only when he needed them. In America, a slave master had to support his slaves whether he had work for them or not, and emancipation would enable the master to get more labor at a lower cost. O’Brien referred only infrequently to American slavery in the *Power of the Pence*. He did hope for its eventual abolition, but he considered slavery in America a relatively unimportant matter and was rarely firm or categorical when attacking it.
In challenging the abolitionists of their own time, O’Brien and other radical spokesmen were dismissing abolitionism as a selective response to labor exploitation. Thomas Haskell warns against taking the arguments of “a few extreme figures” as the norm; but no less important is the remark of Malcolm Chase about an element of racism in Chartism, seen in attitudes towards Jews and Negroes and especially in the equivocation over slavery. Equating the labor system in the American South with the “wage-slavery” in Britain’s factories was, Chase thinks, a “clumsy association,” and probably reflects ignorance of the real condition of slaves in America.40

British admirers of the United States found it difficult to discuss slavery without contradicting their praise for America. This was true of many Chartists. The way individuals regarded slavery in America depended on time, place, and circumstance, and the motives of those who visited and wrote about what they saw in America were varied, as were the levels of anti-slavery conviction.41 But one phenomenon that can be discerned at this time is the reinforcing of British radicals’ wish and ability to prevent slavery from getting in the way of their pro–American eulogies. O’Brien’s concept of wage-slavery was one element in a worldview in which all forms of wealth, privilege, and power belonged to the wrong people.42 Slavery in America did not strike him as being any more evil or inappropriate than wage-slavery in Britain. In fact, one of the premises of his articles on “The Rise, Progress, and Phases of Human Slavery,” published in *Reynold’s Political Register* in 1849-50 (and in a single volume, posthumously, in 1885), was that “chattel–slavery, with all its abominations, is less destructive of life, liberty, and happiness than the wages–slavery of modern proletarianism.”43

Logically, O’Brien should have been disappointed with the United States. He had expected political democracy to put an end to social injustice and economic inequality, but in America, the great testing ground, this had not happened. He preferred to think that it had not happened yet, that it would happen soon, and that America would complete its journey and its mission. As did others, O’Brien saw what he wanted to see in America. It did not matter if his statements about America were true or false. What mattered was that America was a prototype and model, a source of hope, a reason to persevere in agitating for fundamental reform. There were things he disliked about the United States, but he could not draw too
much attention to these because of the risk of weakening the ideological, political, and rhetorical power of America as a tool for British radicals. What other tool could possibly replace it? In December 1848 he hailed the United States as a “luminous political example.” His purpose was to utilize and enhance the “luminous political example” of America, not to jeopardize it.
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